OUTLINE

1. Overview of 2011

2. 2012 Activities
Overview of 2011

Launching the website for “ICT initiatives for Urban Development” joint project

- The website is available in two languages (Traditional Chinese and English)
- Categories during the first stage of construction include:
  - About the Project
  - What’s New
  - Events
  - Best Practices
  - Related Links
Overview of 2011

- Conducting a study tour for the delegations from Tomsk
  - Visit to the sites such as Taipei technology corridor by the delegation headed by the Vice Mayor of Tomsk (observer of ANMC21)
  - Meeting between Taipei City Government and Tomsk City
    - e-government
    - e-community
    - urban planning
    - GIS

- Organizing a study tour involving visits to facilities & sites to learn about the achievements of the ICT best practice city (Seoul)
2012 Activities

- **Enhancing website functions**
  - Member access mechanism
  - Community blog
  - Web survey
  - Best practice sharing

- **Organizing a study tour to Singapore**
  - Involving members from various Taipei City Government agencies to the plenary meeting.
  - The program can involve other cities’ participation in the near future.

- **Plan to Organize a team of technical experts to operate and maintain the ICT KM website**

- **Taipei have a plan to carry out the first stages of the FTTH project**
THANK YOU